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Abstract
Introduction
Wepresent the prototype of a software system,
The goals of large-scale
sequence analysis
cMled GeneQuiz,for large-scale biological seWith genome projects producing vast amounts of sequence analysis. The system was designed to
quence data, there is a growing need for faster and
meet the needs that arise in computational semore reliable methods of sequence analysis. The techquence analysis and our past experience with the
nical challenges are two-fold: first., howto identify seanalysis of 171 protein sequences of yeast chroquence similarities in molecular databases efficiently
mosomeIII. Weexplain the cognitive chMlenges
associated with this particular research activity
without sacrificing sensitivity and second, how to inand present, our modelof the sequence analysis
tegrate existing software and databases and document
process. The prototype system consists of two
the findings of experts in a multi-user interactive enviparts: (i) the database update and search system
ronment (Bork et al., 1992).
(driven by perl programsand rdb, a simple relational database engine also written in perl) and
Need for automatic
tools
(ii) the visualization and browsingsystem(developed under C++/ET++).The principal design
Large-scale sequence analysis differs from traditional
requirement for the first paxt was the complete
practices in two basic respects: first, computationalefautomationof all repetitive actions: database upficiency using fast algorithms and certain heuristics is
dates, efficient sequencesimilarity searches and
essential (Altschul et al., 1990); second, knowledgesupsampling of results in a uniform fashion. Thc
port. for expert users is becomingcrucial, as the emerguser is then presented with "hit-lists" that suming gene and protein families from genomeprojects exmarize the results from heterogeneous database
tend beyondthe areas of expertise of a single individual
searches. The expert’s primary task now sim(Bork et al., 1992). Therefore, the developmentof sysply becomesthe further analysis of the canditems performing the necessary analytical steps for a
date entries, wherethe problemis to extract adequate information about functional characterislarge number of sequences as well as providing access
tics of the queryprotein rapidly. This secondtask
to molecular and bibliographic databases is required.
is tremendously accelerated by a simple combination of the heterogeneousoutput into uniform
Prime tasks:
speed and reliability
relational tables and the provision of browsing
With a few hundred - or even thousand
promechanismsthat give access to database records,
tein sequences [represented by coding DNAsequcnces
sequence entries and alignment views. Indexing
called open reading frames (ORFs)] to he analyzed
of molecularsequencedatabases provides fast retrieval of individuMentries with the use of unique
as efficiently as possible, large-scale sequence analyidentifiers as well as browsingthrough databases
sis calls for two fundamentalrequirements: first, rapid
using pre-existing cross-references. Thepresentadatabase searches and a preliminary abstraction of the
tion here covers an overviewof the architecture
output (which do not constitute the limiting factor
of the system prototype and our experiences on
see Results section) and second, further annotation and
its applicability in sequenceanalysis. The utilevaluation of results (where participation of humanexity of Genequiz has been already proven durperts is vital, yet error-prone).
ing the analysis of 331 protein sequences from
yeast chromosomeXI and a quarter of the MyPrediction
of protein
function
by sequence
coplasmacapricolum genome,containing 314 prohomology
teins. Further developments will allow active
guidance of the user by a rule-based system.
The questions in computational genome analysis difAlso, dependencieswill be minimizedso that the
fer significantly from a traditional sequence analysis
systemcan be madepublicly available.
project. Here, the most compelling question is the
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identification
of homologies in search of a function
(Bork et al., 1994a). However, the issue of function
prediction for proteins is partly a problem of definition. Wecan define function prediction as any evidence towards the identification of various protein sequence characteristics indicative of substrate recognition and catalysis, interactions, localization and evolutionary relationships. Therefore, the characterization
of a protein sequence (or an ORFcoding for a protein)
usually takes place at various levels of accuracy, from
a simple calculation of coiled-coil forming potential to
the derivation of a three-dimensional model, on the
basis of homologyto a well-characterized protein family (Bork et al., 1994a). With large amounts of data
and limited time, the genome informatics expert seeks
solutions to the problem of function prediction.
Methods
Phase I: Batch mode for
indexing
(infrequent)

updates

and

Use of various sequence databases. Parallel
to
the explosion of data production from genomeprojects,
various databases have been created to accommodate
the needs of specialized scientific communities. The
generation of these databases is done locally, and computer networks with appropriate information retrieval
systems may provide access (Bork et al., 1994a). The
exponential growth of these databases mandates frequent local updates, sometimes even during the analysis process. It has been repeatedly proven that most
recent database releases often contain newly deposited
sequences that clarify evolutionary relationships and
facilitate function prediction by homology(Koonin et
al., 1994). These changes complicate the analysis, since
an incremental search should be performed often.
Automated database updates.
The system uses
InterNet only for database updates, using ftp access
to remote sites. A module has been developed in perl
(Wall &: Schwartz, 1990) which connects at remote sites
and transfers the appropriate database if a most recent
creation date appears in the remote disk system. The
sequence databases currently used are: PDB, SwissProt, PirOnly, GenPept (for protein) and EMBL,Genbank, dbEST(for DNA). These databases have different formats and are not cross-referenced adequately.
Wewill see below how we make use of available crossreferences only, without generating new inter-database
references. Our solution has been found satisfactory
by expert users. Finally, although there is an overlap
between these collections, we have not addressed the
issue of a non-redundant database yet.
Database indexing for fast retrieval.
We have
implemented the indexing of databases to provide fast
retrieval of sequence database entries for two purposes:
first, browsing of particular entries and instant access
to database records, allowing the user to further ex-

amine the literature and the available documentation
online (Fig. 1); and second, extraction of sequence
data for further analyses (e.g., multiple sequence alignmentand iterative profile searches). The idea of crossreferencing databases has been explored before in systems such as SRS (Etzold & Argos, 1993). However, our implementation is unique in detail: crossreferencing is exploited only when present in database
records. Weunderline the fact that we do not generate
new cross-references.
Phase II: Batch mode for
summary (frequent)

searches

and

A simple model for sequence database searches.
To accelerate a first scanning of all databases in the
most efficient way, a hierarchical model for database
searches was implemented. For each query sequence,
a new directory is created, and all search and analysis
programoutput files are stored there. First, searching
with the fastest available tool (blast suite of programs
(Altschul et al., 1990)) allows the verification and
clusion of those cases where a clear homology and a
possible function can be readily documented. Next,
searches with fasta (Pearson & Lipman, 1988), a slower
but still widely used, and at times more sensitive, program, are performed. Sequence databases are searched
in a serial mode: first the protein databases with the
best documentation (such as Swiss-Prot), next other
protein databases (such as GenPept) and finally DNA
databases if no homologies are found in the former.
Searching DNAdatabases offers three additional assets: detection of previously unidentified ORFs,detection of sequencing errors and detection of most recently
deposited entries not yet present in protein databases.
The price is significantly increased computingtime (a
three-fold increase). The database search control prograin also allows the distribution of jobs in a cluster of
workstations for a speed-up of the searching process.
Sequence analysis programs. Except for obvious
and well-known cases, other characteristics of newly
sequenced ORFsare of interest, especially when function by homology cannot be predicted. For example,
coiled-coil regions, transmembranesegments, or previously described sequence patterns can be of extreme
importance for further understanding of protein function. Such analyses are always performed, irrespectively of whether an homologyis found. Itowever, especially for cases whereno relatives are found, hints for
function may come from this end (Bork et at., 1994a).
The computing time for these analyses is negligible.
In addition to the standard analyses, we use filters
for shorter and more meaningful output lists, multiple
alignments, cluster analysis, secondary structure prediction and views of multidimensional sequence space.
Parsing of search results.
Various programs provide a wide range of output formats, usually a compromise between machine and human readability.
The
Scharf
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Figure 1 An abstract model of the GeneQuiz system Various sequence databases are searched by a number
of search tools. The output is a large number of files
with very different format, content and information.
After parsing the output, relational tables are generated, where the lists of hits are merged. Inspection of
the lists by humanexperts, supported by the documentation in sequence and bibliographic databases (via indexing) results in the final judgment and evaluation of
homologyVarious sequence databases are searched by
a number of search tools. The output is a large number of files with very different format, content and information. After parsing the output, relational tables
are generated, where the lists of hits are merged. Inspection of the lists by the humanexperts, supported
by the documentation in sequence and bibliographic
databases (via indexing) results in the final judgment
and evaluation of homology.
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lack of syntax and a standard has necessitated the implementation of parsers for the database search output, under the view that these searches are rarely
the final result of an analysis process and that in
the future other programs may be used. In that respect, the system is independent of the search software
(Fig. 1). Parsers for blast and fasta have been implemented. For the visualization of results, including sequence alignments, search scores, database documentation and comments, the simple rdb format was adopted
(l=Iobbs, 1993). Rdb is a simple yet powerful database
system written in perl, it is highly portable, and can
work on intermediate data for later transfer into commercial RDBMS
such as INGRES(Hobbs, 1993).
A relational
database schema. Organizing principles for the storage and the manipulation of results
are necessary elements in this effort, since sequence
database searches and other analyses provide us with
a large amountof essentially unprocessed data. Wedecided to use a well-developed formalism in database design, the relational database model. The result parsers
produce entity tables that are directly readable by a
simple relational database (rdb). The visualization
component reads the relational database tables and
provides various views (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). Merging, sorting, counting and other familiar operations can also be
performed.
Merging of results,
The two major search methods
employed here produce results evaluated by different
criteria (both reflecting sequence similarity). In addition, various database searches with a single method
also produce lists of database entries that have to be
mergedto produce a single list of entries (Fig. 1). The
latter problem is easier to solve since merging of tables on a unique attribute is readily performed by the
database system. The conversion of the search criteria to a commonlength-dependent criterion has been
used (Sander & Schneider, 1991). Using rdb queries
from commandline or within the system, the user can
perform complex queries, e.g. "obtain all entries that
share more than 50% sequence identity to my query
sequence, come from E. coli and are longer than i00
amino acids, and then sort them by score and print
their names only".
Phase III:
Interactive
and evaluation

mode for

browsing

Browsing through structured
output. The evaluation of ambiguoussequence similarities and the prediction of function is a complex and iterative process. Instead of coding a vast amount of biological and technical knowledge into the system, we decided to simply transfer the responsibility to experts
at present, through the use of a flexible and programmable software component (developed in C++
(Stroustrup,
1991)/ET++ (Weinand et al., 1988)).
This browser receives a list of database entries in the
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Figure 2 The visualization
component of GeneQuiz Topright, the directory manager:list of files, text files
can be viewed in the lower part of the window.Bottom,
the merged list: entries from a variety of databases
are sorted on a distance measure (Sander & Schneider,
1991); the blackened row can now be browsed (both
database documentation and alignment). Top left, the
browser: a database entry is shown, with documentation about this particular protein; cross-references can
be used to check other documentation.
form of rdb tables that contains the most likely candidate homologues (which can indeed be a very heterogeneous list of genes and proteins) (Fig. 2). The
sualization component allows browsing through alignments, scores and documentation available in sequence
and bibliographic databases based on the previously
mentioned indexing of databases (Fig. 2). The system
allows interactive selection of the most interesting cases
and produces entry names for other purposes (such as
multiple sequence alignment and profile construction
and searches).

and fasta against the sequence databases as well as
activates a number of other programs. The program
allows a large number of options that specify use of
certain programs and databases. The parsers have
also been written in perl and output the data in rdb
database format (Fig. 1). Perl is a language that supports data processing, system administration and interprocess communications (Wall & Schwartz, 1990).
Thus, it is ideally suited for the above tasks. The visualization component has been implemented in C++
using ET++ applications software. The system can be
started at the parent directory of the runs, providing
an overall view of the analysis (Fig. 2). Provisions
were made such that perl programs will be incorporated in the browser, therefore converting it to a more
’active’, programmabletool for sequence analysis.
Results
Acceleration

of sequence

analysis

Wehave clearly accelerated the sequence analysis process by importing and installing public domain sequence databases of highest relevance to genome informatics, a necessary basis for reliable and up-to-date
results. In addition, the evaluation of sequence similarities is done in this semi-automatic fashion, where
results are parsed and partially processed. At the final stage, the humanexperts are presented with lists
of candidate homologues and the most difficult cases
are treated interactively, without the need to code and
store biochemical knowledge in our system. All results are organized under a relational database system,
which allows error checking and instant flexible retrieval of single entries and database statistics. In cases
where profile and other sensitive database searches provide further hints for function prediction, an iterative
procedure is usually followed.
Importance

of latest

database

releases

Evaluation based on additional
information.
In
some cases, currently estimated in less than 50%, further study beyond single-sequence analysis is pursued,
in order to demonstrate putative sequence homologies and remote evolutionary relationships (Bork et al.,
1992, Bork et al., 1994a). The current implementation
allows the automated construction of multiple alignments and the corresponding sequence profile, for facilitation of further sensitive database searches, when
necessary. An iterative modeof searching and the identificat.ion of more homologueswith such methodsis often the final stage for automated sequence analysis.

As shown previously, the mere increase of sequence
databases allows the identification of a significant proportion of previously unknowncases, without dramatic
technological developments (Koonin et al., 1994).
think that this is an important aspect of the whole process, where synchronization of updates and searches
provide the optimum possible efficiency in function
prediction by homology. The unfortunate lag of derived protein sequence databases with respect to the
primary DNAsequence databases necessitates the additional search of the latter, with significantly higher
computational cost.

Overview

Flexibility

of system

components

The automated database updates have been implemented in perl. The database indexing has also been
implemented using perl and shells.
The homology
searches are driven by a perl program, which runs blast

of design

The design principles behind the current implementation allow ease in re-design and re-organization. In
the discussion, we explain how processing steps will
be merged with the visualization and browsing tools,
Scharf
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creating a programmable framework for sequence analysis, using perl "as a script language. Results willbe
imported transparently to the users for evaluation.
Performance
gain
Justifying the design and implementation of such a
complexcollection of dat.abases, programsand their interactions, wouldin priuciple require the quantitative
demonstration of this improvement, both in terms of
speed of execution and reliability of results. Although
such a demonstration is difficult without a modeled
control experiment, we feel that significant progre~
has been made in terms of accelerating large-scale ~quence analysis by a factor of two to five. Wediscuss how this statement is warranted, based on realworld examples of sequence analysis from two gellotIte
projects.
Analysis
of yeast chromosome XI
Our whole effort was firsl geared towards an eft:icleat anMysis of the OR.Fs from the second fully sequenced eukaryotic chromosomeaud the largest, continuous piece of I)NA sequence knowntoday, the chromosomeXI from Sacchavomyces ceret:t.sme (baker’s
yeast) (666 Kb,ases). The mmaberof ORFsis approx.
330, that required around two weeks CP[; ti,ne in a
cluster of workstations, including a preliminary evaluation of results. Most effort w;~s spent in rite detailed
analysis of subtler cases and the verification of these
results, whha¢lditional database searches and tuultiple
alignnlents (Dujon et al., 199,1).
Timing considerations
The specifications, design aud implementation of software for datah,ase updates, sequence searches and visualizat.ion took about three tuonths, for :l-,1 persons
working firll-time. Weestimate that the total amount.
of work for a flrnctionM prototype arnounled to 9
person-months. Updates (incl. indexing) usually take
one to two days. For chromosotue XI, the runs took
around three days on four workstations. The analysis
of the data and the preparation of reports took another
four weeks for three persorm (about ten person-weeks).
The arllolirlt
of time for the non-interactive part is negligible and there is probably very little space for siguifleant technological improvemen|s. On the olher hand,
the bottleneck appears to be the analysis of complex
cases (I)ujou et al., 1994).
Analysis of t he Mycoplasma cap ricolu m
genome
In addition, during another collaborative project, we
acquired a large part of the Mycopla,sma capr~colnm
genome (234 Kbases) by Pat Gillevet ((;eorge Ma.son
University). Weestimated the presence of 314 OPal"s,
longer than 100 arniuo acids or identifiable by similarity ,.~.arches (Bork et al., 1994b). Again, in this
case, the database searches using our system t, ook a
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negligible amount of tiule, in comparison to the time
ueeded for full documentatiou. The use of GetteQuiz
facilitated our ta.sks and provided summaries through
flexible database queries (e.g., "how many ORFshave
sequenceidentity higher than 6It<h. t.o any t>rotein and
are longer than 301) residuesT"). Browsiugof dataha,se
records alm> proved extremely useful for a rapMestat>lishment of homology.
Formalization
of human expertise
In addition to the (at least) two-fold acceleration and
the incre,ased reliability of the task using GeneQuiz,
we believe that the design and implenlental.ion of such
systems, aided by sequence analysis experts, also helps
in the formal izat.ion and undersramlingof ~his activity.
In Ihe foreseeable future, this and similar developing
frameworkswill eventually result in systems cat>able
of reproducing humauaction in this particular domain
of scientifi(: knowledge.Below,we discuss the possibility of extending our prototYl)e system using rule-based
control and coding of domain knowledgein art imelligent dat abase rat.her than a t>seudo-alg<>ril,hmiccent rol
program.

Discussion
Future enhancements of the prototype
I~h]hancements of tile current inlplen~etttalion are
clearly needed. Fh’st, belier merging procedures carl
be adopted, better views Olt the sut,,mary lists, and a
there interactive modefor selection and further analysis. Second, some of the perl programs must be interpetaled into the browser, making it. a more uniform,
single-componentsysl era, from the user’s pohlt of view.
Third, care should be taken about a multi-user environment, with file-locking amt security checking capabilities (an issue not addressed in a srnall group). Finally, the system sl,ould becomemore flexihle by being
programnlable, and the u~r should be able to incorporate persotlally developedscripts inl.o a <latat>a.se of
’t,ask modules’.
Towards an expert system in sequence
analysis
Withsequt’ttce attalysis I~ec<nuitlgan itttportattt activit,," of in|ernational research efforts for the delineation
and understanding of structural, functional and evolutionary relal.ionships in modelorganisms, the goal will
be to design aud iutplement complex COml>ulingsystems that replace humansubjects in the mosl repel.itive and error-proue ,aspects of this task (e.g., interpretation of high sequence similarity), tlowever, the
real challenge is to eacode the knowledge of experts
so that all their tasks arc performed aut.omatically.
Such expert syst.ems should have explanatory capabilities for tile juslification of actions Ihey l>erform.
:l’he problem mainly consists of coding Ihe biological
knowledgeI.)OSSeS.sed by humanexperls that aids them

significantly ill the analysis (e.g., prior biochemicaliuformation etc). Althougla the protein universe seems
to be finite, it is a vast area of humanknowledge, currently beyond the cognitive capabilities of any single
humansubject. Molecular databa,ses should be able to
provide us with such a knowledge, by answering complex queries on structure, function and evolution of
knownprotein families. However,this is not. possible
at present, partly because of the inadequate or t, ot&lly
absent, mechanismsfor biological knowledge representation (Karp &. Riley, 1993). Once biological knowledge is held in the database of such anticipated expert
systems, the problem would be to provide lists of rules
that a hunlan expert actually follows. Weare far from
such objectives. However,the basis has been laid oul,
with the design and construction of simple automated
systems that link database and software for large-scale
sequence analysis in genomeprojects.
Sequence analysis:
from art to science
Our whole effort has two goals: the proximate goal is
the facilitation of large-scale sequence analysis, with
maximaltime and resource efficiency, increased reliability aald relief of experts from repetitive aspects of
the whole process. The ultimate goal is the transformation of the field of sequence analysis from a skill
acquired through continual use of current technologies
to a set of standardized and generally accepted procedures based on scientific results obtained througta basic
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Appendix. Specifications:
C. Ouzouuis, A. Valencia, P. Bork, C. Sander Design: M. Scharf, G. Casari,
R. Schneider, C. Sander Implementation: M. Scharf
(indexing, visualization and browsing) G. Ca,sari (perl
scripts and refinement cycles) C. Ouzounis (databases
and rdb) R. Schueider (updates and database searches)
Users: P. Bork, C. Ouzounis, C. Sander, A. Valencia
Management: C. Ouzounis Coordination: C. Sander
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